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PROPOSED ELEVATIONS
SIGNAGE DETAIL
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PROPOSED REAR ELEVATION 

PROPOSED STORE FRONT ELEVATION 

FIRE EXIT
GOODS

ENTRANCE

NEW CUSTOMER
ENTRANCE LOCATION

SIGNAGE FOR FIRST
FLOOR BUSINESS

Kitchen extract canopy discharging through 450 x 450mm galvanised
ductwork with fan on branch at low level as penetrates through wall.
Discharge duct with drain rise externally in 450 x 450mm galvanised
ductwork rise to 1m above eaves height. Top of duct shall terminate in
open top cone cowl with drain and bird guard. All external kitchen
extract ductwork shall be fixed to the wall as it rises up the building.
Extract duct shall include access panels at every bend and at intervals
along the duct. The duct shall include drainage at low points to allow
regular inspection and cleaning by specialist duct cleaning company.

Vinyl maifestations applied
to glazing @850mm and

1500mm above FFL

Global logo
with red halo

Red corrugated metal sheetInternally illuminated
"occasion descriptor"
letters

Timber cladding above
shopfront glazing

Metal cladding between
shopfront glazing

Seasonal/promotional
advertisement suspension

frame in window

Aluminium fascia tray powder
coated "matt black"
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NOTE: All new glazing to be double glazed with
aluminium frames powder coated RAL 7021.
Glazing below 850mm to be safety glass.
All dimensions TBC on site by MC

NEW FASCIA SIGN
New fascia signage constructed of a 100mm deep folded aluminium
fascia panel power-coated matt black. Bottom  of fascia panel to
have a recessed red corrugated alumnium panel power-coated red
as detailed above. New up and down lighting fabricated trough light
to run the full length of the fascia sign and to be a 75x75mm
section, opal acrylic lenses required but to illuminate via red leds
within.
‘DELIVERY TAKE AWAY’ letters from individual internally illumianted
built-up letters at 120mm high..
‘PIZZA HUT’ logotype from built-up aluminium letters and logo with
90mm returns and fitted to the main fascia panel with stand-off
locators, logotype to face illuminate and also halo illuminate onto
the panel in red.
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Fascia panel

Red corrugated
aluminium panel

Red LED trough light

Built up 'Pizza Hut'
letters

PROPOSED FASCIA SIGN SECTION 1:20

Vinyl transfer modesty
panel to glazing below
lean bar

Frosted privacy vinyl
transfer kitchen/PH
branding vinyls tbc

Dispatch door
for drivers
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